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Abstract. In Part 3 of his Ethics, Baruch Spinoza identifies the conatus
of the mind as „will‟ and of the mind and body together as „appetite‟/„desire,‟
but he does not identify the conatus of the body. This omission is curious,
given that he describes „motion-and-rest‟ and conatus in such ways that they
appear to be one and the same thing. In this paper, however, I propose that
motion-and-rest and conatus (in the attribute of extension) can be understood
as two distinct aspects, relational and singular, of Spinoza‟s theory of the
individuation of bodies. In Section 1, I explain Spinoza‟s account of the body.
In Section 2, I reject the notion that the conatus of the body is a principle of
rectilinear inertia. In Section 3, I indicate that besides conatus, Spinoza uses
other terms throughout his texts to denote the concept of striving, each of
which alludes to a relational and singular aspect of his theory of individuation.
In Section 4, I show that for Spinoza, motion-and-rest refers to the relational
(„preindividual‟) aspect of the body and that conatus (in the attribute of
extension) refers to the singular (individuated) aspect of the body.
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Introduction
In Part 3 of his Ethics, Baruch Spinoza identifies the conatus [striving] of the
mind as „will‟ and of the mind and body together as „appetite‟/„desire,‟ but he does not
identify the conatus of the body.1 This omission is curious, because Spinoza identifies
the body as “an unvarying relation of movement,” 2 and there is a clear similarity
between his phrasing of his law of motion in Part 2, where he states that “a body in
motion will continue to move until it is determined to rest by another body, and a
body at rest continues to be at rest until it is determined to move by another body,” 3
and his phrasing of his doctrine of conatus in Part 3, where he states that if conatus “is
not destroyed by an external cause, it will always continue to exist by that same power
by which it now exists.”4 These details could lead one to assume that in the attribute
of extension, so-called „motion-and-rest‟ and conatus are two terms for one and the
same thing. However, Spinoza does not explicitly connect these two concepts in the
Ethics.
One might argue that Spinoza simply deferred to the work of contemporary
physicists, and took it to be obvious that the conatus of the body is motion-and-rest (or
the tendency of motion-and-rest to persist). However, he meticulously crossreferences his arguments in the Ethics and the connection between motion-and-rest
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and conatus would be a rather blatant connection for him to overlook. And while
Spinoza was not a physicist, it would be a mistake to underestimate his knowledge of
physics.5 One of the two works that Spinoza published during his lifetime, his Principles
of Cartesian Philosophy, contains a detailed account of Cartesian physics. In addition to
developing the scientific aptitudes required for lens-grinding, Spinoza carried out a
number of scientific experiments of his own, for instance, on the compound nitre
(potassium nitrate),6 in optics7 and in hydrostatics.8 Furthermore, he maintains in an
early letter to Willem van Blyenbergh that the Ethics “must be based on metaphysics
and physics.”9 So, if Spinoza avoided addressing the relationship between motionand-rest and conatus in the attribute of extension in the Ethics, it may be worth asking
whether he had a good reason for doing so.
Moreover, Spinoza‟s physics remained an unfinished enterprise at the time of
his death.10 In a letter to Ehrenfried Walther von Tschirnhaus from January 1675,
Spinoza appears to have expressed the intent to write a treatise on the subject. To
Tschirnhaus‟s question, “When shall we have your . . . general treatise on physics?”11
Spinoza responds that “concerning motion . . . , since my views on these are not yet
written out in due order, I reserve them for another occasion.” 12 Unfortunately,
Spinoza never had the opportunity to compose such a treatise and he died just two
years later. Thus, instead of a Tractatus Physica, we only have, what David Lachterman
calls, the Physical Digression from Part 2 of the Ethics along with a select number of
correspondences dedicated to the subject. Thus, one could argue that Spinoza may
have had a new way of defining the relationship between motion-and-rest and conatus
in the attribute of extension (and thereby, the conatus of the body), but was unable to
develop his position due to his untimely death.
This problem has been discussed extensively in the secondary literature,13 but
in this paper, I propose that motion-and-rest and conatus can be understood as two
distinct aspects, relational and singular, of Spinoza‟s theory of the individuation---i.e.,
the individual identity and persistence---of bodies. In Spinoza‟s system, finite
individuals are not individuated in isolation from one another. Rather, they are „coindividuated,‟ so to speak, meaning that a given finite individual and its environment
(other individuals) are differentiated from one another simultaneously. Based on this
model, I maintain that the individuation of the body requires a relational (or, to
borrow Gilbert Simondon‟s term, „preindividual‟) aspect, motion-and-rest, and a
singular (individuated), aspect, conatus (again, in the attribute of extension). In Section
1, I explain Spinoza‟s account of the body. In Section 2, I reject the notion that the
conatus of the body is a principle of rectilinear inertia, as in the work of René Descartes.
In Section 3, I indicate that besides conatus, Spinoza uses other terms throughout his
texts to denote the concept of striving, each of which alludes to a relational and
singular aspect of his theory of individuation. In Section 4, I show that for Spinoza,
motion-and-rest refers to the relational (preindividual) aspect of the body and that
conatus refers to the singular (individuated) aspect of the body. In order to develop my
argument, I draw from Spinoza‟s Physical Digression in Part 2 of the Ethics, as well as
relevant passages in Spinoza‟s other texts and letters.
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1. The Body as an Unvarying Relation of Motion
In Part 3 of the Ethics, Spinoza refers to conatus as “nothing but the actual
essence of the thing itself.”14 Since will is the actual essence of the mind, and since
appetite/desire is the actual essence of the mind and body together, I must begin by
trying to discern what Spinoza may have meant by the actual essence of the „body.‟ In
the Ethics, he defines the body as “a mode that expresses in a definite and determinate
way God‟s essence insofar as he is considered as an extended thing.”15 One cannot
begin to properly understand this definition, without understanding his denial of the
existence of a vacuum.16 For Spinoza, the very concept of a vacuum is a contradiction.
In a letter to Henry Oldenburg from 1663, he comments on Robert Boyle‟s
ambivalence towards the theory, saying: “I do not know why he calls the impossibility
of a vacuum a hypothesis, since it clearly follows from the fact that nothing has no
properties.” 17 He states in the Short Treatise on God, Man and His Well-Being that a
vacuum is a basic contradiction in terms, because there cannot be “something positive
and yet no body.” 18 He presents this same refutation of the theory of a vacuum
consistently throughout his oeuvre: there can be no place where bodies stop and space
begins.19 Through his denial of a vacuum, Spinoza is led to maintain that the physical
universe is a single, absolutely infinite individual that consists of an infinite series of
contiguous bodies. Spinoza demonstrates that bodies are: 1) infinitely divisible, 2)
composed of greater and lesser infinites, and 3) parts of an indefinitely expansive
individual. In the words of Nicolas Malebranche, “nothing but infinities are found
everywhere.”20
The first kinds of individuals that Spinoza introduces in his Physical
Digression are the simplest bodies, or the elements of the physical world. One could
take Spinoza‟s use of the superlative, „simplest,‟ to mean that he holds to a brand of
atomism, or a theory that elemental particles are indivisible, but also possess mass and
volume. Spinoza, however, maintains that space is a plenum and in the context of
17th-century physics, denying a vacuum was essentially one and the same as denying
atomism. For atoms to be distinct entities, they could not be separated by other
bodies, but by space devoid of body alone.21
A concept of simplest bodies, thus, seems rather out of place in the context
of Spinoza‟s system, as it establishes conditions in which no fundamental element is
discernible, or at the very least, isolable. Bodies are, in principle, divisible ad infinitum.22
Could simplest bodies, then, be akin to Cartesian corpuscles, elemental particles that
possess mass and volume, but which are infinitely divisible? 23 Or are they more
equivalent to Leibnizian monads?24 Spinoza explicitly rejects the concept of vortices
which describe the internal motion of Cartesian corpuscles.25 The latter option must
be ruled out in light of the fact that simplest bodies are not souls, as Leibnizian
monads are.26
Although Jacob Adler and Lachterman maintain that the concept of simplest
bodies functions as a placeholder for Spinoza, 27 it seems that this concept can be
interpreted in one of two ways, namely, as 1) infinitesimals or vanishing quantities or
2) oscillations. The first interpretation has been defended by H.F. Hallet and Gilles
Deleuze who argue that simplest bodies function as a limit concept.28 If bodies are
infinitely divisible, then simplest bodies must be those quantities of body that
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approach nothingness in the process of continual division. This has invited
comparisons to Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz‟s infinitesimals or Sir Isaac Newton‟s
vanishing quantities.29 The comparison is not unbecoming given Spinoza‟s concept of
quantities that cannot be accurately expressed by any number in Ep. 12, a concept
which Leibniz himself expressed great admiration for.30 Although the nature of such
quantities are a matter of considerable dispute in the context of mathematics, in the
context of Spinoza‟s physics, simplest bodies can be no more than useful abstractions
for performing mathematical calculations as Leibniz and Newton treat them. 31
Otherwise, they would have to be individuals defined strictly by their external
relationships, or as Alexandre Matheron and Lee Rice note, individuals with an outside,
but no inside, which seems inconceivable.32 Thus, simplest bodies would not be real
entities in this reading, but relative from one perspective to another.
The interpretation of simplest bodies as oscillations can be found in the work
of Martial Gueroult, who emphasizes Spinoza‟s definition of simplest bodies as those
“which are distinguished from one another solely by motion-and-rest, quickness and
slowness.” 33 According to Gueroult, simplest bodies are indeed like Cartesian
corpuscles. He maintains, however, that Spinoza‟s definition creates a problem. If
simplest bodies are strictly defined by a pattern of motion, they can only manifest as a
single pattern, otherwise, they would not be simple. A change in the pattern, of course,
would result in a change of the identity of the simplest body. Any collision between a
simplest body and another body, however, would result in a transfer of force that
would interrupt this pattern of motion and, consequently, change the identity of the
simplest body. Since simplest bodies are constantly in contact with other bodies, they
would be in perpetual flux.34 Thus, if they are defined by an internal pattern of motion,
it cannot manifest as a vortex, as in Cartesian corpuscles, but only as periodic
vibration or oscillation as in Christiaan Huygens‟s simple pendulums.35
This oscillation is defined by the following formula:
t = 2π √ l/g,
where t stands for the duration of a single oscillation, l for the length of the pendulum,
and g for the acceleration of gravity.36
In order to develop a pendulum for clocks that could reliably keep time,
Huygens turned to the concept of the isochrone curve, or a curve that no matter
where an object was dropped from, would reach the lowest point of the curve in the
same amount of time. He discovered that such a curve was a cycloid, or the curve
formed by tracing a circle as it rolls like a wheel along a straight line:

Fig. 137
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In the absence of intervening forces like friction, the period of motion of a
pendulum along a cycloid ideally will remain the same in spite of losses in momentum
after when the clock is first set.38 For Gueroult, applying this formula of isochronic
oscillation to the concept of simplest bodies allows each simplest body to maintain the
same pattern of motion, even when encountered by other bodies.39
Treating simplest bodies as corpuscles, however, is problematic for
Gueroult‟s interpretation given Spinoza‟s rather non-committal attitude towards
Huygens‟s pendulums.40 Moreover, if the logic of the simple pendulum holds, while it
allows for a steady pattern of motion during collisions, this does not hold for division,
as changes in length alter the period of motion. If bodies are, in fact, infinitely divisible
and simplest bodies are indivisible, the latter would not be bodies. While Gueroult
contends that simplest bodies are neither hard, nor soft, nor fluid, they could not
possess mass or volume either. 41 This would mean that simplest bodies are, quite
simply, nothing. Given the implausibility of the second reading, then, simplest bodies
should not be understood as real at all, but as hypothetical entities, specifically as
infinitesimal or vanishing quantities, according to the first reading.
The second kind of individuals that Spinoza introduces in the Physical
Digression are composite bodies, which he defines as follows:
[w]hen a number of bodies of the same or different magnitude form
close contact with one another through the pressure of other bodies
upon them, or if they are moving at the same or different rates of
speed so as to preserve an unvarying relation of movement among
themselves, these bodies are said to be united with one another and
all together to form one body or individual thing, which is
distinguished from other things through this union of bodies.42
Composite bodies are compounds, produced in the aggregation of either
simplest or other composite bodies. They can be categorized according to three
different states of matter: hard, soft and liquid. While Spinoza defines only these
three in the Ethics, there is no reason to assume that he meant for this list to be
exhaustive. In Ep. 6, for instance, Spinoza twice refers to vapours, indicating the
possibility that he also considered there to be a gaseous state. 43 The concluding
postulates of the Physical Digression suggest that Spinoza may have restricted himself
to liquid, soft and hard bodies as these are the three types of composite bodies he saw
as making up the human body.44 Regardless, hard describes those “bodies whose parts
maintain close contact along large areas of their surfaces,” while bodies are soft
“whose parts maintain contact along small surface areas” and, finally, those bodies are
liquid “whose parts are in a state of motion among themselves.”45
If bodies can be divided ad infinitum, they must be composed of an infinite
number of parts. However, this introduces the inverse problem of division. Spinoza
says that
if an infinite length is measured in feet, it will have to consist of an
infinite number of feet; and if it is measured in inches, it will consist
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of an infinite number of inches. So one infinite number will be twelve
times greater than another infinite number.46
In other words, if one tries to compose an infinite quantity from parts, the scale of
measurement applied to the different unit parts will result in greater and lesser infinite
quantities. Construct one infinite quantity out of feet and another out of inches and
the result will be one infinite being twelve times greater than the other, which is
absurd.
In a famous letter to Lodewijk Meyer, now known as the “Letter on the
Infinite” or the “Letter on Infinity,” Spinoza addresses this problem by altogether redefining how to understand composites in the first place. Take the following figure:

Fig. 247
In his introduction of the figure, Spinoza is interested in “all the inequalities
of the space lying between the two circles ABCD.”48 If one tried to reconstruct ABCD
from parts, one would never succeed in re-constructing it, precisely in the way that
Hercules could never reach the tortoise in Zeno‟s Paradox. 49 Reconstructing this
figure by using a number of parts would always imply a discontinuity, no matter how
miniscule. This implies the flaw in thinking that “a body is composed of surfaces,
surfaces of lines, and lines of points.”50 The figure must envelope a continuous series
of quantities that are inexpressible by any number. 51 To reconcile this tension, the
determinate lengths of AB and CD must be understood in terms of their relationship
to each other. If one treats the length of CD as a base unit of measure, as a unit of 1,
then the length of AB is a multiple of CD. This pertains to composite bodies in
general; while they are infinite in principle, they encounter limits in relation to other
composite bodies.
The third and final kind of individual introduced in Spinoza‟s Physical
Digression is the whole of nature, a concept that Spinoza also identifies in a letter to
Georg Hermann Schuller as the facies totius universi [face of the universe].52 With the
exception of Spinoza‟s definition of this concept as “one individual whose parts---that
is, all the constituent bodies---vary in infinite ways without any change in the
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individual as a whole,” there is little else that he says about it.53 If there were limits to
physical reality, it would be circumscribed by nothingness, which Spinoza argues is
absurd. Thus, the premise that Spinoza uses to disprove a vacuum entails the
indefinite expanse of the universe. Since, “nothing has no properties,”54 the whole of
nature must be indefinitely expansive. No individual, then, is separate from nature,
and all bodies are parts of this single, integrated whole. The whole of nature, however,
cannot be understood as a body insofar as bodies are definite and determinate, while
the whole of nature is absolutely infinite. If simplest bodies are mere abstractions and
the whole of nature cannot be understood as a body, then strictly speaking, the only
bodies in Spinoza‟s physical system are composites.
Of what, however, are these bodies composed? In a letter to Oldenburg from
1662---which consists of a detailed commentary on Boyle‟s Certain Physiological Essays--Spinoza follows Boyle by distinguishing between those properties of a body that
describe it “as it is in itself” and those properties of a body that describe it “as it is
related to human senses.”55 In order to explain the latter, Spinoza uses the example of
a bone, a body that to the human senses is undoubtedly solid. He states that while
“bones may be unsuitable for forming chyle and similar fluids, perhaps they will be
quite well adapted for forming some new kind of fluid.”56 In other words, while bone
appears to be a solid to the human senses, to another organism or with respect to
another object, bone could, for all purposes, be identified as a liquid. He provides two
further examples, namely, of churning butter and the presence of vapour in air, stating
that, in the churning of butter,
particles of butter, when floating in milk, form part of the liquid; but
when the milk is stirred and so acquires a new motion to which all the
parts composing the milk cannot equally accommodate themselves,
this in itself brings it about that some parts become heavier and force
the lighter parts to the surface. But because these lighter parts are
heavier than air so that they cannot compose a liquid with it, they are
forced downwards by it; and because they are ill adapted for motion,
they also cannot compose a liquid by themselves, but lie on one
another and stick together. Vapours, too, when they are separated
from the air, turn into water, which, in relation to air, may be termed
solid.57
The example of churning butter shows that the alteration in the proportion of motionand-rest of the milk leads some particles to “lie on one another and stick together,”58
thereby leading them to take on a different state. Regarding vapour, Spinoza makes
the more radical claim that the same vapour can be identified as solid, liquid and gas
from different perspectives, without there being any change in the vapour itself. From
these observations, he concludes that the primary qualities of bodies are “motion, rest
and their laws,”59 and the secondary qualities of bodies are “visible, invisible, hot, cold,
and . . . fluid, solid, etc.”60 By treating the states of matter as secondary to motion-andrest, Spinoza maintains that the former are entirely dependent upon the degree to
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which surrounding bodies are in motion or at rest and that the primary quality is the
motion-and-rest between the two bodies.
In the Ethics, Spinoza takes this a step further, by arguing that motion-andrest serves as the form of bodies. As Spinoza states in the Physical Digression, the
composition of bodies can perpetually change according to processes such as digesting
and excreting, growing or shrinking, changing posture and changing location. 61 In
Lemma 4 of the Physical Digression, Spinoza writes:
[i]f from a body, or an individual thing composed of a number of
bodies, certain bodies are separated, and at the same time a like
number of other bodies of the same nature take their place, the
individual thing will retain its nature as before, without any change in
its form [forma].62
This shows that the identity of the body does not change along with changes in its
composition. What is responsible for this? In his demonstration of Lemma 4, Spinoza
cross-references Lemma 1 by stating that “[b]odies are not distinguished in respect of
substance,”63 but that “that which constitutes the form of the individual thing consists
in a union of bodies.”64 Turning to Lemma 1 itself, in the place of a union of bodies,
Spinoza writes that “[b]odies are distinguished from one another in respect of motionand-rest, quickness and slowness, and not in respect of substance.”65 Thus, Spinoza
identifies the body as an “unvarying relation of movement.”66
2. Rejection of the Inertial Reading of Conatus
As indicated in the Introduction, Spinoza‟s phrasing of his law of motion in
Part 2 of the Ethics and his phrasing of his doctrine of conatus in Part 3 are almost
identical. According to some scholars, these similarities indicate that Spinoza borrows
Descartes‟s position that conatus is a principle of rectilinear inertia; that is, conatus refers
to the tendency of a body in motion to stay in motion and a body at rest to stay at
rest. 67 This would be consistent with Spinoza‟s claim in the Principles of Cartesian
Philosophy that in the attribute of extension, conatus refers to “conatus to motion,” 68
which is “not some thought, but [the fact] that a part of matter is so situated and
stirred to motion that it would in fact be going in some directed if it were not impeded
by any cause,”69 and his claim in the Appendix containing Metaphysical Thoughts, where he
states that, again, in the attribute of extension, motion and conatus are one and the
same thing.70 If this is true, then the conatus of the body would be the principle of
inertia of the body.
Although many scholars hesitate to attribute positions from the Principles of
Cartesian Philosophy or the Appendix containing Metaphysical Thoughts to Spinoza himself,
many things that he says about motion-and-rest in the Ethics and in his letters are very
similar to Descartes‟s laws of motion. According to Spinoza‟s law of motion in the
Physical Digression, “a body in motion will continue to move until it is determined by
another body, and a body at rest continues to be at rest until it is determined to move
by another body,”71 which has a great deal in common with Descartes‟s first law of
motion, according to which “each and every thing, in so far as it can, always continues
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in the same state; and thus what is once in motion always continues to move.”72 Like
Descartes, Spinoza maintains that motion-and-rest are forces characterized by the
principle of inertia;73 they are not directed by a τέλος [telos; end], but rather continue
indefinitely in the absence of any intervening cause.
Likewise, Spinoza goes on to say that
when a moving body collides with a body at rest and is unable to
cause it to move, it is reflected so as to continue its motion, and the
angle between the line of motion of the reflection and the plane of
the body at rest with which it has collided is equal to the angle
between the line of incidence of motion and the said plane. So far we
have been discussing the simplest bodies.74

Fig. 375
This passage refers to collision and further illustrates Spinoza‟s belief that
bodies in motion tend in a rectilinear path, since the body in Fig. 3 proceeds in a
different direction only because it collides with a plane. Thus, Spinoza would not have
held to something like the Epicurean concept of the clinamen [swerve], or the position
that particles can actually change direction at random while in motion.76 Spinoza does
qualify his point by claiming that Fig. 3 only pertains to simplest bodies. While he does
not provide a reason as to why he introduces this qualification, it seems that Spinoza
intends to provide an illustration of motion in an ideal sense. If this is accurate, then
Spinoza upholds Descartes‟s second law of motion, according to which “all motion is
in itself rectilinear; and hence any body moving in a circle always tends to move away
from the centre of the circle which it describes.”77
Furthermore, one should take Spinoza‟s remark in a letter to Oldenburg to
imply his tacit consent to Descartes‟s third law of motion and seven laws of collision,
with exception of the sixth. In Ep. 32, he states that he “did not assert that any of the
rules were wrong except for the sixth.”78 This comment does not imply that Spinoza
disagrees with Descartes‟s laws themselves, but that he disagrees with Descartes‟s
calculation of the quantity of force transferred in such a collision. Based upon these
similarities, it seems that Spinoza, like Descartes, defines motion in the ordinary sense
as “the action by which a body travels from one place to another,”79 but in the strict
sense as
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the transfer of one piece of matter, or one body, from the vicinity of
the other[s] which are in immediate contact with it, and which are
regarded as being at rest, to the vicinity of other bodies,80
and that he defines rest as “[t]he opposite of motion.” 81 Spinoza‟s claims in the
Principles of Cartesian Philosophy, the Appendix containing Metaphysical Thoughts, the Ethics
and his letters all seem to add up to the conclusion that Spinoza treats conatus as a
principle of inertia in the attribute of extension, just like Descartes.
While many of Spinoza‟s claims about motion overlap with Descartes‟s, these
should not be taken to reflect a similarity in their understanding of the relationship
between motion-and-rest and conatus. Towards the end of his life, Spinoza wrote in a
letter to Tschirnhaus from 5 May 1676 that “Descartes‟s principles of natural things
are of no service, not to say quite wrong.”82 By this time, Spinoza had long broken
with Descartes‟s understanding of extension and his understanding of motion-andrest. 83 For Spinoza, motion-and-rest refers to the immediate infinite mode of
extension84 and the form of the body85, neither of which are concepts in Descartes‟s
system. Moreover, and most importantly, Spinoza treats conatus as a power by which
an individual strives to preserve itself, as well as a power by which an individual strives
to accumulate a greater degree of power.86 For these reasons, one should treat the
similarities between Spinoza‟s views on the relationship between motion-and-rest and
conatus with Descartes‟s as coincidental.87 Thus, the conatus of the body cannot be the
principle of inertia of the body in Spinoza‟s system.
3. Other Formulations of Striving
This conflation of Spinoza‟s and Descartes‟s views on conatus overlooks the
fact that throughout his oeuvre, Spinoza uses many other terms besides „conatus‟ to
refer to the notion of the striving of finite individuals. Just as there are a number of
similar notions that can be found over the course of the philosophical tradition--Aristotle‟s όρμή [horme; impulse], Stoic pneuma [breath], and the Scholastic amor
naturalis [natural love], to name just a few--- 88 , Spinoza experiments with several
different terms. An analysis of the many terms that Spinoza uses to apply to the same
concept may shed some light in our effort to identify the conatus of the body in his
system.
In Part 1 of the Short Treatise, Spinoza uses the terms general providence and
special providence, which he defines as follows:
general [providence] is that through which all things are produced and
sustained insofar as they are parts of the whole of nature. [S]pecial
providence is the striving of each thing separately to preserve its
existence . . . considered not as a part of nature, but as a whole [by
itself].89
He then provides an illustration of this distinction:
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All the limbs of man are provided for, and cared for, insofar as they
are parts of man, this is general providence; while special [providence] is the
striving of each separate limb (as a whole in itself, and not as a part of
man) to preserve and maintain its own well-being.90
Clearly, the term special providence bears a notable resemblance to Spinoza‟s
definition of conatus in the Ethics. 91 This distinction between general and special
providence indicates that objects are conceived in two senses: both as produced and
sustained according to the power of nature as a whole and according to their own
power.
Later in the same text, Spinoza uses the term natural love [natuurlijke liefde],
which he also defines as the force that “prompts everything to preserve its body.”92
Note that natuurlijke liefde is a Dutch translation of the Latin amor naturalis, a concept
that figures prominently in the works of St. Thomas Aquinas and Leo Hebraeus.93 It is
unclear what exposure Spinoza would have had to Aquinas, but we do know that he
owned a copy of Hebraeus‟s Dialogues on Love in Spanish.94 In this text, love functions
as the principle active agent of the cosmos around which everything is ordered.95 It is
the force that binds God to all things and all things to God, but which also takes on
varying degrees of complexity, first as sensual love and then as spiritual love.96 Given
the teleological connotations of both providence and natural love, however, it is not
surprising that Spinoza discarded these terms by the time that he wrote the Ethics.
In his Metaphysical Thoughts, Spinoza refers to the same concept, but now as
life. In this text, he states that life can
be attributed to corporeal things not united to minds and to minds
separated from body. . . . Therefore by life we for our part understand
the force through which things persevere in their own being. And
because the force is different from the things themselves, we quite
properly say that things themselves have life. But the force whereby
God preserves in his own being is nothing but his essence, so that
those speak best who call God „life.‟97
Again, Spinoza‟s language here is nearly identical to his definition of conatus in the
Ethics. However, he clearly specifies that he only intends to use the term “in a
philosophical sense”98 and does not say that matter is alive, but rather that it contains
“nothing but mechanical structures and their operations.”99 And while Spinoza does
state in the Ethics that “men no more than . . . other individuals . . . are all animate,
albeit in different degrees,” 100 animate here could mean anything from alive to
dynamic, to intelligible, to sentient. Consequently, one should be careful to understand
Spinoza‟s use of the term life as, in any sense, biological.101
It would be a mistake to treat the conatus of the body as one and the same as
any of the aforementioned concepts. Note, however, that the aforementioned
concepts all have something in common. General providence expresses how a finite
individual is bound to the causal order of the cosmos and special providence expresses
how a finite individual can act with some degree of autonomy in order to preserve
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itself. Natural love expresses these two notions at once, as it refers both the finite
individual‟s relationship to the divine as well as the finite individual‟s struggle to
survive. Finally, life can refer to God itself, but it can also refer to the force that finite
individuals possess to persist. In other words, through each term or pair of terms
Spinoza tries to show that finite individuals have two aspects: one relational and one
singular.
4. Relational and Singular Aspects of the Body
In a letter to Oldenburg, Spinoza indicates that he understands bodies according to
relational and singular aspects as well. He writes that “all bodies are surrounded by
others and are reciprocally determined to exist and to act in a definite and determinate
way.”102 The term „reciprocally‟ indicates that Spinoza does not just take bodies to be
isolable chunks of matter, clustered side-by-side in space. Rather, each body acts upon
and reacts to all other bodies, such that any given body is shaped by all other bodies
across space and time.
Note that Spinoza also uses the term „reciprocal‟ in the context of his
discussion of motion-and-rest. In his Principles of Cartesian Philosophy, he writes that
[t]he force by which bodies are to be moved is expended equally on
the moved body and on the body at rest. The transfer is indeed
reciprocal; if the boat is separated from the sand, the sand is also
separated from the boat.103
In other words, the boat in the example does not simply move away from the
stationary shore; the shore also moves away from the boat. From the time that the
boat is docked at shore to the time that the crew aboard starts rowing, a change of
force takes place between the boat and the shore that results in the separation of these
two bodies. Spinoza provides a further set of examples of this reciprocal nature of
motion and rest in a letter Oldenburg, where he writes that
our breath, which in winter is obviously seen to be in motion,
nevertheless cannot be seen so in summer, or in a heated room.
Furthermore, if in summer the breeze suddenly cools, the vapours
rising from water, since by reason of the change in the density of the
air they cannot disperse through it as readily as they did before it
cooled, gather again over the surface of the water in such quantity
that they can easily be seen by us. . . . [I]n the case of a sundial . . .
the shadow cast by the sun . . . is frequently too swift to be observed
by us, as can be seen in the case of an ignited piece of tinder when it
is moved in a circle at some speed; for then we imagine the ignited
part to be at rest at all points of the circle which it describes in its
motion.104
In other words, although our breath is ordinarily invisible to the human eye, the cold
winter air condenses the moisture in our breath, such that it can be seen. Moreover,
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although the rising vapor from the surface of a body of water is also invisible, during
the warm summer months, the passing by of a cool breeze gives the appearance of
steam dancing over the water‟s surface. Additionally, an ignited piece of tinder, when
spun in a circle at a great enough speed appears to the human eye as a glowing ring of
light.
Each of these examples illustrates Spinoza‟s commitment to the notion that
there is no such thing as absolute motion or absolute rest.105 Rather, he treats motion
and rest as one and the same force, which is not so much „motion-and-rest,‟106 but
„motion-or-rest.‟ He states this most explicitly in the Short Treatise, where he writes that
“[m]otion alone does not exist, but only motion and rest together.”107 In other words,
if one was to treat motion as a force and rest as the absence of force, the observerdependent nature of motion and rest would imply that a body has force from one
perspective and lacks force from another. Instead, motion and rest have to be treated
as one and the same. There is further evidence of this position in the Ethics, where
Spinoza writes that “[a] body in motion or at rest must have been determined to
motion or rest by another body, which likewise has been determined to motion or rest
by another body, and that body by another, and so ad infinitum.”108 Of course, one
could take Spinoza to mean here that the motion or rest of a given body is caused by,
say, a collision between the given body and other bodies in motion or at rest. But,
because of Spinoza‟s commitment to the reciprocal nature of motion and rest, he
means that whether a body can be said to be in motion or to be at rest depends upon
whether one observes the given body from a point of view in relative motion or from
a point of view at relative rest. Thus, I maintain that motion and rest are not two
individual forces, i.e., the force of motion and the force of rest, but a single, relational
force. Motion-and-rest comes to be identified either as motion or as rest once one
enters into a particular vantage point.
Since bodies are „unvarying relations of movement,‟ bodies are distinguished
from one another in the same way that „motion‟ and „rest‟ are distinguished from one
another via the relational force of motion-and-rest. In other words, motion-and-rest
does not produce one body at a time, but rather, modulates a relation in extension
through which a body and its respective environment (other bodies) are individuated
at the same time.109 As Étienne Balibar indicates, this shows that Spinoza‟s theory of
individuality is a precursor to 20th-century French philosopher Simondon‟s theory of
„transindividuality.‟ According to this theory, a principle of individuation cannot itself
be an individual, as this simply begs the question of what it means to be an individual.
Rather, a principle of individuation must be „preindividual,‟ meaning that it cannot
individuate one body at a time, but rather differentiates multiple bodies from one
another simultaneously.110 For Balibar, Spinoza (along with Leibniz), holds to this very
similar model, because he discovered that it is impossible strictly speaking to have a
strong notion of singularity without at the same time having a notion of the
interaction and interdependence of individuals. Right from the beginning, the
leibnizian and spinozistic theories imply that singularities are interconnected, building
up a „network‟ or a „system.‟ We may conclude that in these doctrines the real „object
of thought‟ are not so much, in reality, the classical extra (the Whole and the Element,
or the Part), but rather the reciprocal viewpoints of unity and multiplicity, and the
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relative character of such notions as „whole‟ and „parts.‟ 111 In Spinoza‟s philosophy,
motion-and-rest plays the role of the relational (preindividual) aspect that individuates
bodies.112
This leaves conatus to play the role of the singular (individuated) aspect of the
body. Since conatus expresses the way in which an individual strives to persevere in its
existence, the conatus of the body cannot refer to the relational aspect of bodies. For
Spinoza, if the force of an individual was to simultaneously be defined according to
what it is and what it is not, it would result in a contradiction in the individual that
would effectively destroy it. Thus, “[s]o long as we are attending only to the thing
itself . . . , we can find nothing in it which can destroy it.”113 Since “the definition of
anything affirms, and does not negate, the thing‟s essence,”114 conatus must be “nothing
but the actual essence of the thing itself.”115 This indicates that motion-and-rest and
the conatus of the body are not one and the same thing. Rather, just as „motion‟ or „rest‟
are conceived as secondary manifestations of motion-and-rest, conatus of body must
refer to the singular (individuated) aspect, of the primary relational (preindividual)
aspect of motion-and-rest. This can be illustrated by repurposing one of Spinoza‟s
analogies from the Short Treatise, which he uses to illustrate how things necessarily
follow from the nature of a thing. He writes that
for instance, it belongs to the essence of a mountain that it should
have a valley, or the essence of a mountain is that it has a valley; this
is truly eternal and immutable, and must always be included in the
concept of a mountain, even if it never existed, or did not exist
now.116
If one was to apply this analogy to the relation between motion-and-rest and the
conatus of the body, motion-and-rest would be the valleys that are driven into the
„surface‟ of extension, while the conatus of bodies would be the mountains that
necessarily rise from its surface.
Conclusion
Spinoza alludes to, but never identifies the conatus of the body. In this chapter, I
showed that individuation in Spinoza‟s system involves a relational (preindividual)
aspect and a singular (individuated) aspect of the individual itself. Since motion-andrest expresses the relational aspect of bodies, conatus in the attribute of extension refers
to the singular aspect of the body. What significance this distinction has on Spinoza‟s
ethical and practical philosophy must be set aside as a matter for future investigation.
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